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Abstract
In this paper, we study about the secure communication among 
wireless shared medium using secrecy performance of a codebook 
based transmission beamforming with limited feedback and avoid 
attacker from stealing the confidential data. In the feedback method 
transmitter is using a predefined codebook known to transmitter 
and receiver knows it after producing index value as feedback 
during beamforming. The secrecy outage probability is analyzed 
to find whether it is stealed. The bound values are provided on 
the secrecy outage probability. The fading in multiple antenna 
(MIMO) wire-tap channel is investigated under short term power 
constraints. The secret Diversity Multiplexing Tradeoff (DMT) 
is found for no transmitter side channel state information (CSI) 
and for full CSI. When there is no CSI at the transmitter, while 
using Gaussian codebooks, it seems that both transmitter and 
receiver antennas are stealed, and the secret DMT depends on the 
other degrees of freedom. When CSI is available at the transmitter 
(CSIT), then transmitter antenna is only stealed. 
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I. Introduction
As the wireless medium the communication is being shared there 
is much more possibility of stealing the confidential informations. 
In any region of the transmitter the stealer can present and he 
can be more advantageous than the information producer. 
The confidential information such as user IDs, passwords, or 
credit card numbers become vulnerable if he is present near to 
the transmitter antenna. Then, wireless security is an essential 
system requirement. In existing wireless systems, protection 
against stealing is provided at higher layers of the Open Systems 
Interconnection (OSI) reference model. Therefore, key exchange 
and renewal may be difficult. The wire-tap channel, is one of 
the solution of information-theoretic security, was introduced in 
[1], the ergodic secrecy capacity is calculated for fading wiretap 
channels in [2]. In wireless channels, when the number of antenna 
increases the fading can be reduced, and transmission rates can be 
increased. In [3], the secrecy capacity of the Gaussian multiple-
input multiple-output (MIMO) wire-tap channel are found, when 
the source s and the destination d have two antennas each and 
the attacker e has only a single antenna. Outage probability for 
a target secrecy rate is shown in [4], when s, d and e have CSI, 
and optimal power allocation minimize the outage probability are 
calculated. The DMT is a high SNR analysis.  The diversity gain 
decays the  rate of the probability of error, and the multiplexing 
gain is the rate of increase of the transmission rate in the limit 
of high SNR. In this paper we investigate the code generation 
and the cryptographic methods [5], in the multiple-antenna wire-
tap channel. Under CSIT, we study the effect on secrecy from a 
codebook based transmission beamforming with  limited receiver 
feedback. Codebook beamforming [6-7], has become commonly 

adopted in practice [8-9], for reducing the amount of feedback 
overhead. The idea behind this scheme is the use of wiretap code. 
By using a stochastic encoder to map the secret message into many 
codewords according to an appropriate probability distribution, the 
sender can hide the secret information in the noise on wiretapper’s 
channel. We see about the secret outage probability in II.A, code 
book generation in III, and feedback method in IV.

II. System Model and Preliminaries
We consider fig.1, multiple-antenna wire-tap channel, in which  s,  
d and  e have m, n and k antennas. Both  d and e  have CSI about 
their incoming channels. For each channel, the received signal  
is represented as follows:
Yd = HdX + Nd     (1)
Ye = HeX + Ne.     (2)
In the above equations X is an m × 1 vector, which is the transmitted 
s signal. Yd and Ye are n×1 and k×1 vectors, shows the received 
signals at  d and e. Then Nd and Ne are n×1, and k×1 vectors that 
indicate the independent additive noise at d and e. Both (Nd , Ne) 
and (Hd, He) have independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
complex Gaussian entries with zero mean and unit variance. Hd, 
He are of size n×m, and k×m. They indicate the channel gains 
between s and  d and the s and e. Since the fading is slow, Hd and 
He are fixed for the whole duration of the communication. 
When there is no secrecy, the error probability  is dominated by 
the outage event. The DMT,d (r), establishes a relation between 
the target transmission rate R(t)(SNR) and probability of error 
Pe(SNR), where r, is the multiplexing gain. Therefore the secrecy 
depends on the remaining degrees of freedom in this system is 
min{m, n}, and r can increase up to this value. The maximum 
diversity gain is mn, and it decreases as the multiplexing gain 
increases.
Under secrecy constraints, the source has to send the message 
W, So the secrecy rate, Rs is achieved if the secrecy constraint 
is satisfied; i.e. 

Rs = lim        (3)
                                
N→∞

=lim      (4)

N→∞
The probability of decoding error at the d approaches zero as 

N approaches infinity. The term lim N→∞
N
1

H(W/Ye
N) is also 

known as the equivocation rate.
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Fig. 1: Basic System Model

The H( ) denotes the mutual sharing information between e. The 
papers, prove that the secrecy rate.
Rs = [I(X;Yd) − I(X;Ye)]+    (5)
is achievable for any input distribution p(X), where, x+ denotes 
max{0, x}.
Define A = 2NR(d), B = 2ND(d) and the sets A = {1, ...,} and B = {1, 
...,B}. The source generates A × B channel codewords XN

1 i.i.d. 
with p(X). In order to send a secret message a  the source 
chooses b uniformly from the set B, forms W = (a, b) and maps 
W into the channel codeword Xn

1. Note that B is the number 
of dummy code words used to confuse e for each a  . With 
full CSI at s and d, R(s) is set to Rs, and R(d) = I(X;Ye). The total 
number of code words in the s codebook is A × B = 2NI(X;Yd), and 
the d can decode W using a. The attacker can decode only the 
index b and there will  no information about the secret message a. 
Thus secrecy is achieved. For average power constraint m-SNR 
that the transmitter has to satisfy for each codeword transmitted. 
The secret multiplexing gain is defined as,

  (6)
the above equation shows how fast the target secrecy rate scales 
with increasing SNR. The secret diversity gain, ds, is equal to

  (7)
where, Pe(SNR) denotes the probability of error under secrecy 
constraints. Two events are considered :Either the destination 
does not receive the secret message reliably, or secrecy is not 
achieved. Then 
Pe(SNR) = P (secrecy not achieved, main channel decoding 
error)          (8)
≤ (secrecy not achieved)+ (main channel decoding error),        
      (9)
Where, (secrecy not achieved)

  (10)

P(secrecy not achieved) defined in (8) can be calculated as 
P(secrecy not achieved)

(11)
Finally, as the main channel outage event dominates the main 
channel decoding error when the channel block length-N is long 
enough and good codes are used ,
P(main channel decoding error)

   (12)
Lower bound is given as follows

  (13)
for the chosen achievable scheme with p(X). If many antennas 
are considered power constraint will be larger. 

A. Definition of Secrecy Outage Probability
To achieve secrecy, s encodes the secret message using a scalar 
Gaussian wiretap code and transmits in the direction of q. When 
the input signaling is Gaussian, then the difference of mutual 
information between s-to-d is Rd and  between s-to-e Re is an 
achievable rate. This implies that when s knows the channel 
information to both d and e, she can design a wiretap code such 
that d can receive data at a rate Re – Rb, whereas d receives no 
secret information. When no channel information is present from 
e, s can give information to d. Without e’s channel information, 
s will set the wiretap code to operate at an arbitrary rate R. If 
Rb − Re ≥ R, then secrecy is achieved. If,  Rb − Re < R, then e 
can eavesdrop at a positive rate so no secrecy is there it is also 
known as secrecy outage. For any positive R, the secrecy outage 
probability characterizes  an achievable secrecy rate which is also 
decodable by d. For a target secrecy rate R and transmission power 
R, secrecy outage probability can be expressed as 

   (14)
  (15)

III. Code Book Generation
In our system it  works by the basis of a Code-Book (CB), without 
the needing of a key to be shared. Maintaining of sessions is 
done to renew the code-book from time-to-time. The proposed 
Methodology works as follows:
• Generation of CB.
• Encryption of CB using WEP and exchange of CB.

A. Generation of CB
The code-book is generated as follows:
The Key Generator generates a key, based on which the Code- 
Book generator generates a Code-Book for the given Character- 
Set. The key generation process is delaying sensitive, and keys 
generated this way are used to protect the delay-sensitive secret 
messages.
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Fig. 2 : Code Book Generation

The working is as follows:
Each group is identified or denoted by a single member (character) 
of that group. Now, the generated CB may look like Table 1.
Let us suppose that “HELLO” is the message, and then it is coded 
as:

H is coded as Z1, since ‘H’ belongs to the group that is having • 
a group code. ‘Z’ and ‘H’ is in 1st position from right.

Table 1: Group of Element Generated
     Group Group code
AJS J
BKT T
CLU C
DMV V
ENW E
FOX O
GPY P
HQZ Z
IR R

E is coded as E1, since ‘E’ belongs to the group that is having • 
a group code ‘E’ and ‘E’ is in 1st position from right.
L is coded as C2, since ‘L’ belongs to the group that is having • 
a group code ‘C’ and ‘L’ is in 2nd position from right.

Likewise the total message is coded as - “Z1E1C2C2O2”.
This message is coded in such a way that a group code is followed 
by the position of that character in that group. 

B. Encryption of CB using WEP and Exchange of CB
The CB has to be exchanged between the two communication 
parties. The WEP is used to encrypt the code book and is sent to 
the receiver. Since, initially CB will be only at one side, so there 
is a need of exchange of CB between both the parties.

Fig. 3: Packet Format for CB

Fig. 3, packet that contains CB and is encapsulated using WEP 
encryption and sent to the other party. Then the communication 
begins.

IV. Beam Forming and Feedback Methodology

A. Effect of Codebook Size 
If the codebook size increases, then the chosen codeword q will 
be closer to the naive beam forming vector. For large N, the value 
of   is dominated by the term 
Max                            (16)

For any given codebook with N ≥ Ms,
max , can be lower bounded as

max     
      (17)

where, for large value of N, the bound is dominated by the second 
term. As N →∞, this lower bound becomes

Therefore,  → 1 for large N and hence as N → ∞, That is, for 
large N, the secrecy outage probability Pcb so approaches the 
secrecy outage probability Pnb so from naive beam forming.

Fig. 4: Encoding Method

B. Positive Secrecy
Positive secrecy is achievable when Rb ≥ Re. In terms of secrecy 
outage probability, 

Prob [Rd ≥ Re] = 1 – Pnb
so (R = 0, P) ≥ 0. 

Using Eq, we now have

Prob [Rd ≥ Re] = 1 – Pnb so (0, P)

 
When transmitter uses Mt = 2  = 1, we have Prob[Rb ≥ Re] =0.5 + 
1/2Me+1. This means that the additional gain in secrecy probability 
due to naive beam forming decays exponentially with the number 
of received antennas employed at Attacker. In practical cases, it is 
not possible to estimate the number of receive antennas Attacker 
uses. Therefore, we focus on the case of Attacker with very large 
number of antennas, i.e. Me →∞ and investigate the effect of 
different number of transmit antennas in this situation. 

C. Effect of Transmit Antennas
An increase in the number of transmit antennas from Mt =n to Mt 
= n + 1 will result in a change in secrecy outage probability by 

Examining the right hand side of the above equation reveals that Pso
nb 

(n + 1)− Pso
nb (n) is negative. Therefore, secrecy outage probability 

decreases as the number of transmit antennas increases. 
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VI. Discussions

A. Secrecy Outage Probability
Equal noise power received at both d and e receivers. For codebook 
beam forming, we use a MISO system with M = 4 transmit antennas. 
We apply two different codebooks for this system. Fig. 5, presents 
the secrecy outage probability with different number of receive 
antennas at Attacker. The simulation also shows the performance 
of another non-security centric beamforming strategy - equal gain 
beamforming strategy probability with
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Fig. 5: Comparison of Secrecy Outage Probability Between Naive 
Beamforming

increasing  SNR, where we kept the number of transmit antenna 
at User1 fixed to Me = 4. The simulation is performed for target 
secrecy rate of R = 0.5 b/s/Hz when Pb = Pe = 20 dB.  It can be seen 
that at very low SNR, the secrecy outage probability is close to 1, 
here we cannot expect any secrecy when the channel condition is 
very poor. At moderate to high SNR, the secrecy outage probability 
increases with an increase in the number of receive antennas at e, 
which is expected. The simulation result presented in Fig. 6 shows 
the effects of increasing both the number of transmit antennas at 
s, and the number of receive antennas at e on the secrecy outage 
probability. The simulation is performed for  Pe = Pb = 20 dB for 
a target secrecy rate R = 2 b/s/Hz. The simulation is performed 
for different value of Me.
An interesting observation is that for a ≤ 4.2, secrecy outage 
probability increases with an increasing Me, while for a ≥ 4.2, 
secrecy outage probability actually decreases with an increasing 
Me. It shows that, when a is large, a change in Me also means 
many more transmit antennas.

Fig. 6: Effect of Received SNR on Secrecy Outage Probability 
for Different Values of Me. Here, Received SNR of Both Bob and 
Eve are Assumed to be Same, i.e., Pb = Pe

We have performed additional simulation for different values 
of SNR and target secrecy rate, and observed that the cross-off 
point as seen in fig. 6, is a function of both SNR and target rate. 
fig. 5, also shows the secrecy performance when the codeword 
corresponding to CDI is used as beam forming vector. When the 
attacker channel information at source is accurate (i.e. low ), 
However, for high value of , beam forming in the direction of 
destination provides similar performance results obtained.

VII. Conclusion     
In this work, we have analyzed the performance of codebook 
based beam forming transmission with the help of finite bit 
receiver feedback in a security setting. We presented the naive 
beam forming scheme in the direction of the intended receiver 
in presence of multi-antenna attacker. In this paper we study 
the MIMO wire-tap channel when there are stringent delay 
constraints and short-term power constraint. First, we study no 
CSIT case with isotropic Gaussian codebook. Our results show 
that the eavesdropper decreases the degrees of freedom in the 
direct link, min{m, n}, by the degrees of freedom in the source-
eavesdropper channel, min{m, k}. Therefore, if k ≥ m, then no 
degrees of freedom is left. Otherwise, the secret DMT is equivalent 
to that of a (m − k) × (n − k) MIMO without secrecy constraints. 
In this paper when there is CSIT, we assumed the source knows 
both the main channel CSI and the eavesdropper channel CSI to 
find the fundamental limits. 
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